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University of phoenix stadium

“StageRight became the obvious choice…
for the University of Phoenix Stadium.”

➔  TED FERRIS,  PRESIDENT
CEO ARIZONA SPORTS & TOURISM AUTHORITY   

“As the AZ STA (Owner) and Global Spectrum (Operator) began 

looking at ways to expand the new University of Phoenix 

Stadium from a seating capacity of 64,000 up to approximately 

73,000 for “extravaganza events” such as the Fiesta Bowl 

and the Super Bowl, we realized that we were going to face 

substantial logistical challenges. StageRight rolled up their 

sleeves and worked with us to design a unique Extravaganza 

Seating product that will creatively accomplish the task at 

hand. Throughout the sales and engineering phases of the 

project, StageRight became the obvious choice to design a 

product that meets seating capacity, set-up time, storage, and 

budget requirements for the University of Phoenix Stadium.”
➔  TED FERRIS, PRESIDENT/CEO ARIZONA SPORTS & TOURISM AUTHORITY   
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Location Glendale, Arizona

Capacity 73,000 seats

Date of installation 2006

Architect HOK Sport

Owner Arizona Sports & Tourism 
Authority
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project facts

1. Vom Infi lls
• Increased seating capacity gained by the use 

of StageRight infi lls in the vomitories. The 
clear-span construction allows traffi c to fl ow 
under the seating.

2. Camera Platforms
• Temporary camera platforms can be errected 

over the existing stadium seating. These 
platforms can be repositioned as needed.

3. ADA Infi lls
• ADA infi lls install over existing permanent 

seating and can be set-up based upon demand. 

4. Sideline Infi ll
• When the fi eld tray is in stadium there was 

a void between the fi eld and the seating. 
Standard StageRight supports and decks 
were confi gured to extend the useable space 
on each side of the fi eld. 

5. Cart Access Ramp
• A temporary ramp is installed that is wide 

enough to accommodate carts and medical 
personel. 

6. Extravaganza Seating
• A temporary large-scale seating solution that 

increases the seating capacity of the stadium. 

7. Plaza Stadium Seating
• Plaza Stadium Seating by CamatIc is designed to 

be used with the Extravaganza Seating risers. 

StageRight Solutions



StageRight Corporation
>> Corporate offiCes

495 pioneer parkway
Clare, Mi 48617

Phone 989-386-7393
Toll free  800-438-4499 
Fax  989-386-3500

Extravaganza Seating

» aCCess

Once in place, the removable ramp allows 
access to the playing field which is 40” above 
the stadium floor. Strong and wide enough to 
accommodate carts and medical personnel this 
ramp can be assembled in less than an hour. 

Plaza Stadium Seating

495 pioneer parkway, Clare, Mi 48617
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» staDiUM seatinG

Plaza Seating is the ultimate in design and 
function. The one-piece molded stadium seat 
is shaped for superior ergonomic comfort and  
heavily ribbed for structural strength. Suitable 
for riser, tread or floor mounting on various 
surfaces, the Plaza is the long term solution for 
indoor and outdoor use.

Plaza Stadium SeatingPlaza Stadium Seating

» aDa solUtions

Permanent seating can usually remain installed 
underneath our demountable Infills for seating 
the disabled. The support and guardrail are 
integrated into one piece to speed setup and 
strike times. Choice of replaceable deck surface.

Plaza Stadium SeatingADA Infill

» platforM anD staGinG

No matter what type of event you’re hosting, 
StageRight Portable Camera/Spotlight Platforms 
can be easily installed in the proper location. 
Simple portability and storage leaves seating 
available for other events.

Camera Platforms

Additional seats mean additional revenue event 
after event, and StageRight can help you add 
seating even in the vomitories. Our clear-span 
construction allows the existing vomitory traffic 
to remain.

» seatinG risers

Plaza Stadium SeatingVom Infill
» larGe sCale solUtions

The University of Phoenix Stadium’s 
one-of-a-kind field tray required 
creative engineering. Designed to 
assemble in less than 24 hours, 
the riser system – complete with 
handrails, stairs, and chairs – helps 
to increase the seating capacity of 
the stadium by 9,000 seats.

extravaganza seating creates 
additional seats when needed in the 
area indicated above. 

Cart Access Ramp

Contact information


